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Any front wheel drive car or mini van will be allowed, other than late 70’s and very early 80’s Cadillac’s and
Buicks. (No boats!) Later model Cadillac’s and Buicks are allowed.
a. AWD vehicles permitted, as long as rear drive shaft is removed
Car/truck MUST have a roll bar/demo bar. Full cage is not required. NO convertibles.
Car MUST have all exterior plastic removed
Car MUST have all glass completely removed
Need fuel cell and battery in car
Gas tank MUST be removed
Radiator must be in original position with overflow pointed to the ground.
Car MUST have DOT approved tires
Car MUST have a number clearly painted on the side, large enough to see from the grandstands
Vehicle MUST have a white number plate on the roof (with black numbers), easily visible to the scorekeepers
Helmets ARE required. Long sleeve shirts and long pants are REQUIRED. NO open toed shoes.
Four-point harness is REQUIRED. Hans Neck Brace and Racing seat are advised.
Passengers are NOT allowed!!!!
No attitudes. Rubbing is racing; however, this is not a demo derby. Over aggressive driving will be warned. If it
continues you will be removed. Pushing and shoving to gain position is allowed.
Door bar is MANDATORY. Must be at least 4” in front, and behind the door. Use your best judgement on
material and attachment, however if it falls off during the race you will be eliminated.
Bumper modifications are allowed, however if we feel they designed to tear up tires (or do damage to other
cars) or we see they are not attached well, you may be asked to remove them at fair personals discretion.
If you are found to be intoxicated, you will not be racing. This is for everyone’s safety!
A 15” x 15” hole must be cut in the center of the for access in case of fire.
Hoods must be wired or bolted shut.
Race vehicles MUST be trailered to fair grounds.
This will be lap style racing with number of laps based on car count
There will also be a compact truck/SUV class. See Tuff Truck Rules.
Contact Tom Legge 641-860-0589 or Jim Legge 641-860-0590 with questions

